Desire
Desire is the spark plug in the motor
running in your life. No desire and no life.
Many say - when you grow in awareness one feels no desire. Desire is a God given
aspect which exists in all. For a highly
evolved soul, the desire might be to evolve
higher and discover more of themselves.
For others, desire may be something else.
But do the Cells desire. What does your
body desire? What does the mind desire?

Your cells desire to be in unity
consciousness by bringing all parts of you
into a coherent state of Beingness.
Your body desires to be in Oneness and in

harmony with the Soul it is housing.

Your mind desires to experience and
express the highest truths of yourself in

its self expression through the body. When
one observes one’s mind, body and Soul,
and is in Unity (body, mind and soul) the
highest desire is created and that is the

Evolution of the Divine within. Desire can
be classified into three broad categories.
Lower chakra desires, Heart space desires,
Mind/intellect desires. Depending on the

nature of the desires, you hold on your
emotional body, the atoms in the body
changes and the frequencies in the organs
shifts.

There are seven cavities in your brain
structures and these relate to the thought
structures.! These cavities are fed by the
Moon, Sun, Stars, Venusians, Elohims,
Seraphim, and the seven Gods of the
Overworld.

Depending on the strength of your

thoughts and where it is coming from
(which part of you) these seven forces of
your brain creates intention and through
intention, you create actions and

manifestation is the outcome.
So reflect on your desires If you state
that I do not have any desires - that
itself is a desire - not to have any desires.
Every moment your soul and organs creates
energy of desires for it is in the basic
nature of Soul to desire to know and
express more of yourself. In other words,
no desire and you create no intention.
With out intention, you never grow and
you sail as the wind blows never reaching
your goal, which is Oneness.
Master Buddha….Channeled by
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